Defect levels play a significant role in altering organic photovoltaic (OPV) performance, affecting device aspects such as recombination, carrier transport, and Fermi-level pinning. In the ongoing effort to optimize the promising OPV technology, the identification, characterization, and potential mitigation or enhancement of such defect states remain important regions of interest. Herein, low frequency admittance spectroscopy is coupled with a high frequency, point-by-point capacitance versus voltage measurement to reveal a previously unknown deep-defect distribution in poly (3-hexylthiophene) based OPVs. The capacitance models of Cohen and Lang, Walter et al. and Kimmerling are employed alongside a trap-free dark current model to give good characterization and substantiation to the discovered band. Repetitions of the measurements on devices with and without a fullerene acceptor show the measured distribution to contain acceptor-like traps spatially located in the polymer bulk. The findings presented here are important for the understanding and optimization of organic solar cells and we expect the presented methods to be generally applicable to other OPV material sets. V C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices have progressed impressively over the last several years. As of late, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of single junction OPVs is rapidly approaching 10%, 1 with commercialized tandem structures reaching 12%. However, with the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit for single-junction cells calculated at around 23%, much scope is left for further improvement. 2 Excess recombination, low carrier mobility, and inadequate exciton diffusion have been cited among the top deficiencies plaguing these devices, 2 highlighting the need for works which study the underlying physical characteristics affecting such parameters.
One such physical characteristic is band-gap residing trap levels, which are known to stem from both intrinsic and extrinsic defects that are seemingly inherent to the OPV system. Such defect bands can significantly affect the abovementioned parameters, introducing charged trap sites, Shockley-ReadHall (SHR) centers, or both. The former is known to alter the internal electronic landscape, diminishing carrier mobility and reducing the exciton diffusion length; [3] [4] [5] while the latter plays an important role in free-carrier loss, especially if the defect exists near a domain interface. [6] [7] [8] [9] Further, deep trap states are known to pin the Fermi-level deep within the energy gap, 10 potentially suppressing the achievable open circuit voltage. 11 On the contrary, some defects in OPV devices may be beneficial to the above parameters, giving the system a favorable apparent doping. This doping is known to be advantageous for electrical conductivity as well as the donor-acceptor interfacial electric field. 5, 12 Thus, the identification, characterization, and potential mitigation or enhancement of these defect levels remain important areas of interest.
To date, some work has profiled band-gap residing states in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), a conjugated polymer commonly employed in OPV devices. Sub-gap optical absorption has identified the molecular orbitals to be Gaussian in nature, broadening of which introduces a distribution of shallower tail-states that lead into deeper, localized levels. 13 Thermally stimulated current (TSC), [14] [15] [16] fractional thermally stimulated current (FTSC), 17 capacitance-voltage (CV) 18 and drive-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) 19 measurements have further elucidated the shallower levels, giving good characterization to this energy regime. Above the Fermi-level, deep-defects have been identified and characterized through photoemission spectroscopy, 20 capacitance-frequency (CF), 21, 22 conduction modeling, 23 and (F)TSC measurements. 14, 17 However, no report has profiled deeper towards the mid-gap, an energy regime which we expect to house a distribution of trap levels.
Herein, using CF, CV, and trap-free dark-current modeling, we report the presence of deeper defects in P3HT:Phenyl-C 61 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) OPVs. The main band is revealed by low frequency (<1 Hz) CF, which is analyzed using the model of Cohen and Lang as well as that of Walter et al. 24, 25 This band is then confirmed by a point-by-point differential of high frequency CV, which in turn indicates a uniform doping profile. The total traps discovered via capacitance are well correlated to the total traps measured by dark current modeling, substantiating the measurements and assumptions. Lastly, a comparison of P3HT:PCBM based devices to pure P3HT diodes with two different cathode interfaces shows the traps measured here are likely inherent to the polymer bulk.
II. BACKGROUND, THEORY, AND MOTIVATION
The CV and CF measurements employed in this work exploit the depletion region of a semiconductor junction, a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 26 and linearizing yields the well-known Mott-Schottky (MS) relation,
where s is the semiconductor permittivity, A the junction area, V bi the built-in voltage, V app the applied voltage, q the elementary charge, and N the density of mobile-charges. A plot of 1/C 2 versus V app yields a straight line, from which N and V bi are extracted.
A slightly more complex CV analysis solves Gauss's law for the charge at the depletion edge to reveal the classic profiler equation,
where x is the spatial depth from the junction (x ¼ s A/C).
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This point-by-point differential ascertains N as a function of film depth. For crystalline materials, the interpretation of the measured N in Eqs. (1) and (2) is straightforward, N ¼ N A À ¼ p. However, for non-crystalline or otherwise impure semiconductors-such as OPV materials-the interpretation becomes convoluted as bandgap residing defects can also contribute to the depletion capacitance. In such a case, the depletion approximation can breakdown and the capacitance is better defined by C d ¼ e s A/hxi, where hxi is the first moment of charge response. 10 Fig . 1(a) , which depicts the MS relation of a model OPV device for different AC frequencies, shows an example of such a case. In P3HT based cells, the polymer becomes p-doped with exposure to oxygen or moisture 12, 27 and creates a Schottky-junction at the cathode, 18, 28, 29 allowing for capacitance measurements to be leveraged. A strong dependence on both frequency and direct current (DC) bias is seen ( Fig. 1(a) ). In the low forward/reverse bias region, an increase in the MS slope with increasing frequency is clearly present. This highlights the capacitive response of defect states as a function of the small-signal oscillation. The thermal emission rate of a trap state in a p-type semiconductor is quantified by,
where N V is the valence band density of states, v th the thermal velocity, r p the capture cross-section, E A the trap activation energy, T the temperature, and k B the Boltzmann constant. 10, 24, 30 Neglecting any temperature dependence, N V th r p then defines the attempt-to-escape frequency ( 0 ¼ x 0 /2p) 25 and the small-signal measurement inherently includes [or excludes] trap states as per the AC frequency.
This dynamic response is commonly explained in terms of a spatial abscissa, where a distance from the junction interface, x x , is defined as per the applied frequency where xs p ¼ 1.
24,31 Traps crossing the quasiFermi-level further from the junction (with xs p 1) can change their state and contribute to the depletion capacitance, while those closer cannot. Assuming a constant trap density of states (tDOS), the formalism of Cohen and Lang and work of Mencaraglia et al. then shows the depletion capacitance to be defined by
, where L D is the Debye length. 24, 32 The Debye length is defined by
which is further related to the CF measurement through
where x is the applied angular frequency and x TO the turn on angular frequency. 32, 33 Thus, an estimation of the tDOS [among other parameters] is readily obtained.
Similarly, the AC response of trap states is commonly explained in terms of a demarcation energy, defined by, 25, 33, 34 Traps below this demarcation can change their state and contribute, while those above cannot. Through the formalism of Walter et al., a tDOS profile can then be found through the differential, 10, 21, 25 
Note, again only those states crossing the quasiFermi-level efficiently contribute and, in the low frequency limit, only those states between the Fermi-level and mid-gap will be probed. 25 The Walter formalism is highlighted in Fig. 1(b) , where the known P3HT deep-trap profile is reproduced. 21 It is not until frequencies greater than 1 MHz that a significant portion of this deep-defect band is frozen and not responding. Thus, in the CV data of Fig. 1(a) , as the frequency is swept higher, Eqs. (1) and (2) measured N decreases from p þ N T to approach p as the traps are progressively excluded-explaining the frequency dependence.
The second artifact seen in Fig. 1(a) is a change in the MS slope as per increasing reverse bias. Namely, at a given frequency between À5 and þ1 V DC a straight line, as expected from the ideal MS treatment, is not noted. Instead, a rolling slope is clearly present. Simply, this could be caused by a non-uniform doping profile, as interpreted by Dennler et al. 18 However, as stated by Li et al., the change may also be due to the contribution of energetically deep defect states. 35 This interpretation of defect contribution can be derived from the capacitance model given by Kimmerling. 36 To summarize, consider CV data taken at a frequency which is faster than the trap emission time, but with a DC voltage sweep which is slower than the emission. The depletion edge is measured at W d , but both mobile-holes and charges emitted from defects crossing the quasiFermi-level are collected. 36 For voltages that put the junction near flatband condition with little or no band bending, N then represents p. 36 However, as band-bending increases through reverse-bias, emitted trapcharge is included and N ¼ p þ N T . 36 To quantify, this case has AC > e p > DVDC and the N measured by Eqs. (1) and (2) then actually represents,
where x T is the spatial demarcation where the trap energy, E T , is within k B T of the Fermi-level and W d -x T is assumed to remain constant. 10, 36 Clearly, when x T is small, N indeed represents p. However, as x T begins to dominate the depletion width, N(x) more closely represents p þ N T . Neglecting non-uniform doping [for the time being] and taking the Kimmerling interpretation, the reverse bias CV profile of Fig. 1(a) can be readily explained by the inclusion of the deep-defect profile shown in Fig 1(b) .
Pushing further, a simple quantification gives an interesting revelation. Fig. 1(b) shows that at ca. E ¼ 0.46 eV, or just below 1 kHz, the known deep-defect is fully responding. However, in the MS plot of Fig. 1(a) , at frequencies <1 kHz the slope still gives some change in increasing reverse-bias. This seems to be representative of yet unknown, deeper defects (e p < AC ) being pulled to the quasiFermi-level to contribute. This thought is developed in the subsequent sections using a more targeted application of the above-summarized CF and CV measurements.
III. DEEPER DEFECTS: IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
A. Low frequency capacitance measurements
As an initial step towards identifying and characterizing this suspected distribution, we probe deeper into the energygap with low frequency capacitance measurements. The CF measurement is valid between the Fermi-level and midgap; 25, 37 however, current CF data on P3HT:PCBM OPVs extend only to ca. 10 Hz (ca. 578 meV). Thus, we probe deeper towards the mid-gap with frequencies nearing 10 mHz (ca. 756 meV). Measurements at these frequencies proved difficult as the AC impedance becomes high and noise can dominate. To combat this, thicker devices (>200 nm) were used. Thicker films seem counterintuitive as the geometric impedance is actually increased. However, the longer drying times of thicker films give the phases more time to segregate across the vertical axis. 38 Thus, less shunt paths percolate, resulting in less leakage. Thicker devices have the added advantage of ensuring proper doping extraction from CV MS, which has recently been cautioned. Initial information can be obtained through the derivation from the model of Cohen and Lang. An estimation of the Debye length and concentration of measured trap states is given by Eqs. (4) and (5). These results are summarized in Table I ; average 6 standard error of the mean (SEM) for four representative devices is shown. The distribution can be further resolved using the model of Walter et al. Fig. 2(b) shows the energy spectra calculated by Eq. (7). Before solving, data were cleaned using a polynomial averaging (solid, red line in Fig. 2(a) ). The resolved bands were then fit using a Gaussian form,
where N T is the concentration of traps, E 0 the mean energy, and r the disorder parameter. The supplementary material contains repetitions and variations of this measurement and analysis. 48 Table I summarizes the parameter extraction; the average 6 the SEM for four representative devices is shown.
Two distinct bands are seen in the resulting spectrum: one in the high (>1 kHz) frequencies and one in the low (<1 Hz) frequencies. The shallower, high-frequency band correlates well to the data presented in Fig. 1 23 data presented in the literature. Any deviation in the mean energy stems from the choice of o (see supplementary material), 48 while deviations in concentration result from the growth-rate dependence. 22 The deeper, lowfrequency band represents a previously unknown defect distribution-as predicted by the above-discussed CV interpretation. This band has a mean energy of 0.69 eV above the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), ca. 0.36 eV deeper in the gap than known band 1. Although this deeper band is smaller in amplitude, it is still on the order of 5 Â 10 16 cm À3 eV
À1
, indicating it may play a significant role in altering OPV performance. This is especially true considering the deeper an energetic defect resides, the more strongly it can trap carriers. In a disordered material, trap states can contribute to current through thermally activated tunneling and hopping. 3 However, at sufficiently deep levels charge transfer is cut-off and the states are static.
3 The strongly trapped charge may then act as a monomolecular recombination center, a charged point site or both. Good agreement in the total concentration of measured traps between the two models is clearly seen. No significant statistical difference (p-value > 0.05) was found in the displayed averages.
B. High frequency point-by-point CV
In order to test if the newly discovered deep-defect distribution accounts for the slope change in the lower frequency CV data, one might intuitively measure the MS profile at <10 mHz in search of a straight plot. This experiment, however, was dominated by noise, making it difficult to ascertain meaningful results. Thus, we next turn to a point-by-point differential of high frequency CV measurements in an attempt to make correlations between Eq. (8) and the tDOS profile of Fig. 2(b) .
CV data taken at 800 kHz from À5 to þ1V DC are displayed in Fig. 3(a) . The MS form shows the expected rolling slope. Equation (2) was used to generate the depth profile of Fig. 3(b) , which we believe is best represented by the Kimmerling model of Eq. (8) . To be thorough, Cohen and Lang have also described this dynamic DC response and their interpretation has already been employed within the organic community. 24, 31 However, our data did not match with that described in the cited work and we found better applicability of the Kimmerling formalism. The highest possible frequency before complete freeze out was used to ensure case 2 of the Kimmerling theory was invoked and that hxi ¼ W d . 10, 36 In Fig. 3(b) (800 kHz), a decrease followed by a minimum and gradual increase in N(x) is seen. The minimum point corresponds to a voltage very near V bi , where the bands are nearly flat and, because a high frequency was employed, only p responds. At higher forward-bias, the depletion width reduces, carriers are injected, and a chemical capacitance begins to dominate. [39] [40] [41] At increasing reverse-bias, the depletion width is increased, bands are bent, and the possible contributions of trap states are seen.
To begin, let us neglect the possibility of a non-uniform doping profile and consider the Gaussian defects of Fig. 2(b) as they are pulled to the quasiFermi-level to contribute to the CV measurement. Starting from near the flat-band condition, a sharp increase in N(x) would first be seen with increasing reverse bias. As the Gaussian center is passed, defect states are still included, but at a slower rate, causing an inflection in N(x). As the next Gaussian is pulled, a second inflection would be found, and so on. In Fig. 3(b) , red arrows highlight those inflections which we expect correspond to dominate Gaussian distributions. By subtracting the values of N(x) at the inflections to the left and right of a suspected distribution, the total defects of that band is found. Assuming homogeneous doping, these values should correlate to those found by CF, while deviations may be indicative of a non-uniform doping profile. Indeed, we find good agreement between the magnitude of the CV distributions (Fig. 3(b) , red arrows) and the CF (Fig. 2(b) ) defect bands. For this particular cell, CV gave the band 1 concentration to be 8.81 Â 10 15 cm À3 and band 2 to be 3.67 Â 10 15 cm À3 . This compares to CF values of 9.12 Â 10 15 cm À3 (high frequency band) and 3.07 Â 10 15 cm À3 (low frequency band) respectfully. Further, a lower frequency (1 kHz) analysis is also included in Fig. 3(b) . At 1 kHz, the first defect distribution is already responding and, in accordance with the above theory, the profile is pivoting upwards. The trend will limit towards a straight line (i.e., with a low enough measurement frequency), which represents the mobile charges plus total defect states. 10 The pivot and expected straight-line limit can be seen near 2.7 Â 10 16 cm À3 in this particular device. The difference between the 1 kHz profile and straight limit is about 3-4 Â 10 15 cm
À3
, the value of the low-frequency, deeper distribution not yet included in low-bias 1 kHz measurement. This again supports the existence of a distribution deeper in the gap and, because the depth profile of inhomogeneous doping would be independent of frequency, further rules out the possibility of non-uniform doping. The supplementary material shows the reproducibility and variation of this measurement. 48 
C. Polymer only diode and dark current modeling
To give indication as to the spatial location of these defects, a set of experiments were conducted to repeat the above measurements again on 1:1 P3HT:PCBM OPVs as well as 1:0 P3HT only diodes with both Al and Ca/Al cathodes. Table II summarizes the results, average 6 standard error of the mean, for three representative sets. Unpaired t-tests showed no significant statistical differences (p-value > 0.05) in any 1:1 to 1:0 parameter comparison. This, coupled with data showing no difference in trap parameters between devices with an Al cathode and those with a Ca/Al cathode, strongly indicates the measured levels are belonging to the polymer bulk. Further, because of the prominent decrease in the MS slope with deeper reverse bias (i.e., increase in measured N), we expect the traps to be acceptor-like. 42 As seen in Table II , dark-current modeling measurements were also conducted to generally verify the capacitance results. The dark current of a basic polymer diode is often described as space charge limited. 14, 43, 44 Fig. 4 shows the dark IV of a representative indium tin oxide (ITO)/ P3HT/Al diode. In the ln-ln plot, three main regions prevail: (i) ohmic in low voltages, (ii) trap controlled in intermediate voltages, and (iii) trap free at high voltages. 14, 43 The high voltage region is governed by J TF ¼ 9/8lV 2 /L 3 (solid line in Fig. 4 ), where J a V 2 (Fig. 4 inset) .
14 By examining the voltage at which current switches from trap controlled to trap free (V TF ), the total defect states can be estimated by N T ¼ 2 s V TFL /(qL 2 ). 45 The concentration estimated by dark IV agrees well with that determined via capacitance, substantiating the general capacitance measurement.
IV. CONCLUSION
Further elucidations into the capacitive behavior of P3HT:PCBM based photovoltaic cells were presented. A background of CV/CF analysis was given and evidence indicating the presence of a yet unknown deep-defect distribution was highlighted. Low frequency CF measurements were then undertaken to identify and characterize this deep band. The model of Cohen and Lang was used to determine the Debye length as well as the measured trap concentration. The formalism of Walter et al. gave good corroboration to the total concentration and further resolved the tDOS energy spectrum-directly revealing the presence of the predicted distribution. This new defect was then reproduced using the Kimmerling interpretation of high-frequency CV measurements. Good correlation between CV and CF data confirms the presence of the deep defect and, especially when coupled with dark-current modeling data, shows no spatial variations in the doping profile. A comparison of PCBM containing devices to that of polymer only diodes with different cathodes strongly indicates the measured defects to be acceptorlike traps belonging to the polymer bulk. The findings presented here are important for the understanding and optimization of organic solar cells and we suspect the presented methods to be generally applicable to other OPV material sets.
V. EXPERIMENTAL
OPV cells were fabricated from P3HT (Reike Metals, 50 k MW, 90%-94% regioregularity, <0.04% Ni/<0.02% Zn/<0.04% Br) and PCBM (NANO C, Inc.). Bulk heterojunction mixtures of 1:1 or 1:0 by weight (20-30 mg/ml) P3HT:PCBM were mixed with ortho-dichlorobenzene (Sigma-Aldrich) and stirred at 45 C for at least 12 h. ITO (Delta Technologies) substrates were treated by consecutive sonications in: (i) isopropyl/acetone (50:50 v/v), (ii) detergent/deionized water, (iii) ethanol/methanol (50:50 v/v), and (iv) deionized water. The substrates were then blown dry and treated with air plasma. A ca. 30 nm poly(ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (HC Stark) film was spincoated onto the treated substrates and the casted films were annealed at 120 C for 10 min. The blend solutions were then filtered via plastic-syringe (note, this is known to affect the solution's wettability) 46 and a 0.22 lm PTFE filter (SigmaAldrich). The active layer was then spun at 400 to 600 rpm for 60 s onto the PEDOT covered substrates and slow-dried in a Petri dish. Lastly, a ca. 1500 Å thick Al cathode was thermally evaporated at a rate of <5 Å /s under a 10 À6 mbar vacuum. Capacitance measurements were taken using a PARSTAT 2273 in the dark, at room temperature and in open air. Four averages per data-point and a 3 s delay between successive measurements were used to increase data-quality. A small-signal amplitude of 10 to 25 mV (rms) was used for linearity and the impedance magnitude (jZj) was monitored to ensure proper model employment. 47 CF data were taken at a 0 V DC bias. To rule out oxygen induced artifacts during the longer low frequency measurements, a set of measurements were also conducted in nitrogen atmosphere-no differences were found. Further, the measurements were always conducted as CV, CF, and repeat CV in order to ensure no differences in the oxygen induced doping were seen during the data collection time.
